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WELCOME TO
THE ASSAY

T

he Assay is a 121 Group initiative that provides a print and online

platform for leading fund managers and analysts to share their
investment outlooks and market insights.

Each edition of the Assay showcases a range of exploration, development

and production assets, providing both private and publicly-listed companies
year-round global exposure to the institutional mining investor community.

In this edition we look at ‘Battery Materials’. With Tesla leading the charge,
the electric vehicle market is on the verge of massive expansion. The falling

cost of solar panels and wind turbines means that renewable energies are
finally becoming cost competitive. Environmental concerns (particularly in

China) are driving a dynamic shift from hydrocarbon-dependent economies
towards a renewable energy future. However, neither EVs nor renewable

power generation is possible without effective battery storage, and vast

quantities of raw materials will be required to meet the demand for batteries
to support the world’s energy future.

Read on for a wide range of mining companies looking to supply the “battery

revolution” and expert analysis on the key metals that will contribute to this
fast expanding market.

On behalf of 121 Group, we hope you enjoy this First Edition of The Assay.

Andrew Krelle

Editor
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The Tesla
Revolution

By Willem Middelkoop, Founder, Commodity
Discovery Fund & Co-Author, The Tesla Revolution

W

Willem Middelkoop (Geneva, 1962) is founder of the Commodity Discovery Fund, and is a writer. He became a wellknown personality through his work as stock market commentator for the Dutch business television channel RTLZ.
Middelkoop predicted the onset of the credit crisis in his book “Als de dollar valt” (If the dollar falls) – 2007. Subsequent publications were “De permanente oliecrisis” (The permanent oil crisis) – 2008, “Overleef de kredietcrisis”
(Surviving the credit crisis) – 2009, “Goud en het geheim van geld” (Gold and the secret of money) – 2012, and The Big
Reset – 2013. In total, he sold more than 100,000 copies of his books.

e have consumed the planet’s oil so quickly

taken for granted in high income countries. The supply chains of

changing to a post-fossil-fuel age, very fast. Ever cheaper and

are used to outages of electricity. The majority of factories today

that the era of cheap oil is now over. Tesla’s

natural gas or coal ensure power plants are able to deliver almost-

rapid success shows the world of energy is

constant cheap electricity. In less-developed countries, people

more efficient solar cells and wind farms are now the pillars of

operate continuously thanks to the automation of most processes

a renewable energy revolution. This will reshape economies,

combined with 24/7 power.

upset global power relations, and impact our own daily lives.

With a rising middle class worldwide from one billion to over

The world is all about energy. Cheap electricity has become the

two billion people, it is clear that the need for energy will keep

backbone of our economy. We need power 24 hours, seven days a

rising - just like it did in the last 200 years. We can only hope that

week. Society breaks down when power is lost. No TV, internet, or

transition to renewable energy will be completed before we lose

cooling drives most people mad in a few hours.

oil as our main source. Probably well before 2030 the energy to
produce a barrel of oil will be higher than the energy delivered by

The availability of cheap electricity on a continuous basis is

that same barrel. At that point we have reached the end of our oil-
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based society and we will have entered a whole

a few days for its Model 3 electric car in early

We have burned half of all easily accessed and

One of the biggest challenges is meeting

new era.

cheap fossil fuels. A strong global movement
has emerged. Many politicians, businesses and
citizens are working towards a fully-renewable

energy system. Their motivation can be found
in a mixture of concerns over climate change,

air pollution (especially in Asia), and worries
over fossil fuel supply security.

In the 2015 Paris Agreement, nearly 200
governments present agreed to move towards

low-carbon energy systems so as to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions as fast as possible.
Even the Saudi and Russian governments are
on board: as Russian President Vladimir Putin
said, “our ability to successfully address climate

2016. The energy revolution has started.

our 24/7 demand for electricity, given the
fluctuating sources of solar and wind. The end

of cheap oil and increasing needs of electric
transport makes the challenge even bigger.
After

writing

The

Tesla

Revolution

we

understand much better why demand for
copper will keep growing, why platinum is
needed for future fuel cell production, and why

oil under $50 is not sustainable. The world of
energy is changing fast and we will see many

more changes arriving soon. It’s time to prepare
accordingly - for companies and investors.

change will determine the quality of life for all
people on the planet.”

The transformation of our energy infrastructure
is here to stay. It can easily be grasped from the
investment numbers in electricity systems.

In 2015 a total of $329bn was invested in

renewable generation, versus only $130bn
allocated to new coal and gas-fired power. We
can also see it from the words of oil and coal
chief executives who have accepted the new

reality. In 2009, the then chief of Shell Jeroen
van de Veer stated on television his disbelief in

solar: “I need to become older than 100 years
for solar panels to pay back their investment.”

In 2015 Ben van Beurden, the current chief,
showed how the company had changed its
mind, saying solar energy “will be the dominant

backbone of our energy system, certainly of the
electricity system.”

The development of renewables can be seen
in tender price agreements. In the Middle East,

tenders delivered solar energy production
streams for $0.03 per kWh, and in Morocco and

Texas similar price levels have been reached for
onshore wind turbines. This marks the tipping

point for clean energy. Tesla Motors completed
$14bn of sales reservations worldwide in just
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"The
transformation
of our energy
systems is here
to stay. "
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Piedmont Lithium

PIEDMONT LITHIUM

THE WORLD’S BEST-LOCATED LITHIUM PROJECT
COMPANY OVERVIEW

TEAM

Piedmont Lithium is an emerging lithium company focused on the development
of its 100%-owned Piedmont Lithium Project in North Carolina, with the goal
of becoming a strategic domestic supplier of lithium to the increasing electric
vehicle and battery storage markets in the U.S. The Piedmont Lithium Project is
located in one of the premier regions in the world for lithium exploration given
its favourable geology and ideal location with easy access to infrastructure,
power, R&D centers for lithium and battery storage and major high-tech
population centres.

Ian Middlemas – Chairman
Keith D. Phillips – President & CEO
Anastasios (Taso) Arima – Executive Director
Robert Behets – Non-Executive Director
Levi Mochkin – Non-Executive Director
Mark Pearce – Non-Executive Director

MAJOR SHAREHOLDERS

NASDAQ Securities Australia Pty Ltd.

9.48%

Ian Middlemas

3.61%

AustralianSuper Pty Ltd
Sapphire Chip Pty Ltd
Top 20 Shareholders

Officers and Directors

WHY PIEDMONT?
•
•

•

•

•

5.64%
1.87%

50.50%
14.20%

Project That “Checks All The Boxes” – the world’s best located lithium
project with strong project fundamentals and ability to rapidly develop
the high-grade deposit
Solid Shareholder Base – major shareholders who share the vision for
Piedmont to become a new strategic supplier of lithium to the highgrowth US market
Maiden Resource - Expected Q2 2018

PIEDMONT LITHIUM PROJECT

24/01/18

17/01/18

09/01/18
12/12/17
28/11/17

14/11/17
03/11/17
01/11/17
11/10/17

High-Growth Sector – lithium is a high-growth sector for both
consumer products and investors

Strong Board – extremely well credentialled Board with a proven
history of developing mineral resource projects and delivering
shareholder value

COMPANY ANNOUNCEMENTS

05/10/17
26/09/17

13/09/17

Piedmont launches Scoping Study with the appointment of
Primero and CSA
US Policy changes on critical minerals and corporate taxes
reinforce core advantages of the Piedmont Lithium Project
Piedmont enhances Senior US Executive team
Comprehensive Drilling Programme commences at The
Piedmont Lithium Project
Further High-Grade Assay results continue to extend
mineralisation at The Piedmont Lithium Project
Piedmont continues aggressive land strategy
Completion of institutional placement raising A$16m
Phase 2 Drilling Programme completed and further High-Grade
Assay results
Piedmont commences trading in The United States and admitted
to Nasdaq International Designation
Piedmont Lithium to present at the Cathodes 2017 Conference
Four Kilometres of mineralisation confirmed at the Piedmont
Lithium Project
Piedmont secures additional Lithium Mineral Rights

KEY FINANCIALS (JANUARY 2018)
Share Price

Shares/ADRs Outstanding
Market Capital
Cash/Equiv
Debt

A$0.21/ US$16.70
554.0m/5.54m

A$116m/ US$92.5m
US$14.0m

SHARE PRICE PERFORMANCE

PROJECT ADVANTAGES
• Proximity to downstream markets – located within 15 miles of the only two large
scale lithium processing facilities in the U.S. providing potential cost savings and
certainty of supply;

• Existing infrastructure – ready access to high quality roads and rail, low-cost power
and skilled labour force; and
• Stable and investment friendly jurisdiction – stable legal regime, established 9
month permitting process for mining operations with low taxes and no state mining
royalties

0

PROJECTS

INFRASTRUCTURE

•

•

100% interest in the Piedmont Lithium Project

•

Located approximately 40 kilometres west of Charlotte,
North Carolina

•

Along trend to the Hallman Beam and Kings Mountain
mines, provided most of the western world’s lithium
between 1950 and 1990

•

•

Located within the world-class Carolina Tin-Spodumene
Belt (“TSB”)
The TSB has been described as one of the largest lithium
provinces in the world

Good access to established infrastructure and labour market

»» Access to labour is a significant strategic advantage for Piedmont located outside Charlotte

•

»» McGuire Nuclear Power Station (2.3 GW)

•

»» I-85 Interstate Highway

•

11.5 GW of large scale power within 50 km of the project

»» Transcontinental Natural Gas Pipeline

A major highway just south of the project

Two nearby railways with access to major international ports, and a major international
airport
»» Charlotte/Douglas Int. Airport

EXPLORATION AND GEOLOGY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 high-grade Li corridors identified
Property consists of 530 contiguous acres
Historic drilling (2009/2010) consisted of 19
holes totaling ~1,200 m
Phase 1 drilling programme consisted of
12 holes totaling ~1,500 m of drilling and
identified 4 corridors or groups of pegmatite
swarms within the property
4+ kilometres strike length
Pegmatite dikes generally strike northeast
with a moderate southeast dip and range in
thickness between 5-25m
Phase 2 drilling extended a further 3,000m from
the initial 9,400m campaign
Exploration Target anticipated by year-end

Drillholes
Hole 17-BD-21
Hole 17-BD-22
Hole 17-BD-23
Hole 17-BD-50

Hole 17-BD-53

Hole 17-BD-29

Hole 17-BD-62

Assay Results
28.9m @ 0.94% Li2O from 35m including 6.0m @ 1.72% Li2O

from 55m

11.3m @ 1.10% Li2O from 62m including 4.3m @ 1.55% Li2O
from 67m

22.9m @ 1.02% Li2O from 38m including 5.0m @ 1.90% Li2O
from 41m

17.8m @ 1.04% Li2O from 107m and 2.8m @ 1.35% Li2O

from 94m

10.5m @ 1.06% Li2O from 56m and 5.5m @ 1.39% Li2O from
5.0m @ 1.44% Li2O from 30m and 3.0m @ 1.26% Li2O from
16.2m @ 1.72% Li2O from 109m

2018 WORK PLAN AND EXPECTED NEWS FLOW
•
•
•
•
•
•

CONTACT

Comprehensive 20,000m drill programme underway
Maiden Resource anticipated Q2 2018
Scoping Study commenced January 2018 and results expected Q3 2018
Metallurgical studies underway at North Carolina State Mineral Research
Laboratory
Initial permitting work in process and submissions expected Q4 2018
Land consolidation strategy ongoing

Keith D. Phillips
President & CEO
keith@piedmontlithium.com
+1 973 809 0505

Anastasios (Taso) Arima
Executive Director
taso@piedmontlithium.com
+1 347 899 1522
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Baby Steps Into The
World of New
Battery Investings
By Charles Whitfield, Founding Partner, Drumrock Capital

Mr. Whitfield has been on the board of Galaxy since 2013 with responsibilities for corporate finance, M&A and
strategy, taking a lead in the negotiations with creditors, debt holders and new financing parties. He has been
a Director of Drumrock Capital, a turnaround specialist, since 2008 assisting several early stage and distressed
resource and technology companies. Previously he was MD with Citigroup heading Structured Equity for
AsiaPac, and at Deutsche Bank, where he was head of the Strategic Equity Transaction Group for AsiaPac. Mr.
Whitfield received his MBA (Finance and Strategy) from Columbia Business School and BA Economics from
The University of Exeter.

O

ver the last decade in the battery and technical material

In the underlying materials market, opinions seem to swing

need for buffering capacity for renewable energy; the speed of

that alternative material technologies will have to replace it.

industry I have got used to the naysayers. People

doubted the rise of electrification of transport; the

converting existing battery applications to lithium-ion (Li-ion)
ones; and the additional applications that would be created by

the greater energy density of this technology. Now many of the
same investors are concerned that they have missed the train:
that everything is fully valued and there are no opportunities
to invest.
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wildly. One moment there is concern that there is going to be

a glut of materials such as lithium; next, it is going to be so rare
These divergences are sure indicators that we are still in an

immature market that trades on imperfect data rather than one

with broad knowledge and understanding. Even research from
established houses has sometimes been so wide of the mark

that it has been met by those in the industry with a reaction of
laughter or despair.

www.theassay.com

There are many challenges faced by investors new to the space,

material makers, specialists who produce cathode, anode,

materials market.

know who to back.

and this article aims to provide some guidance and highlight

electrolyte or separator materials. These relatively small players

opportunities for those looking to get exposure to the technical

are highly segmented - without in-depth knowledge it is hard to

Many of the companies involved in the new battery industry

This leads most investors to the most upstream part of the chain:

are broad-based conglomerates with only a small part of their

battery minerals and battery mineral producers.

earnings coming from their Li-ion business lines. In addition, the

Unlike commodities such as oil, gold and coffee, battery minerals

industry has historically been made up of a protracted string of

lack a standardised specification which can be traded through

companies undertaking individual processes: extraction, primary

forwards or futures. I would argue that (with the possible

processing, battery chemical, battery material, battery assembly.

exception of cobalt) any standardisation is a long way off

This was compounded by the fact that much of the value chain

because as battery technology changes, so do the specifications

for the production of cathode (lithium based) batteries had little

of the required materials.

or no overlap with the anode (carbon based) supply chain. All

these factors made it hard to anticipate which materials would

Hence, a frequent complaint of investors is that the market for

reflect the growth in the sector, and a bewildering choice of

these materials is not transparent, so they cannot do proper

where to invest.

valuations. I would argue that this is all relative: granted, you
cannot track daily prices of spherodised graphite or lithium

Starting at the end of the process, battery assemblers are large

carbonate on a Bloomberg terminal in the same way that you

conglomerates who have exposure to many unrelated businesses

can many raw materials, but with a little detective work, it is

and revenue streams. Most of the large battery producers such as

possible to track down pricing for certain specifications and

Panasonic, NEC, LG Chem and Samsung SDI are large electronics

at least see trends over time. There is actually an abundance

firms with diverse earnings so investment gives little actual

of research published by some of the Chinese brokers which

battery exposure.

has substantial detail on pricing, industry trends and the

The next step back up the manufacturing chain is the battery

performance of Asian participants (but you probably need to be
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"Investors should take
note that forward-looking
companies have started to
look at combining assets
across different battery
materials."

able to read Cantonese!).

To get exposure to the underlying minerals, the only real

choice is through the mineral producers. But which of these
are worthwhile and which are duds?

It is crucial to note that the battery material industry is not

simply a mining business. Yes, all these products come out of

the ground - but this is closer to an industrial chemical industry

than a mining industry. Small discrepancies in the composition

include Galaxy Resources, Orecobre and Neometals, and

of the ore can make large differences to the applications for the

developers such as Kidman and Tawana.

product, and hence the price. A frequently noted example of this
is the Bolivian lithium brines, which superficially look to be the

As noted, building and commissioning plants takes a long

most bountiful in the world. However, the high concentration

time to get right. Each body of ore is different in its geology

of magnesium in the brine (which is both detrimental to

and chemistry, so no single process fits every plant. There is

battery performance and very hard to isolate given current

also a long lead time in the planning and pilot testing. As a

technology) renders these uneconomic. Similarly in graphite,

result, supply responds slowly to increased demand, so prices

the crystalline structure and in situ impurities will have a

stay high for longer than many would predict. Don’t believe

significant impact on the yield and the viability of a project.

the development companies that tell you they will go from
greenfield to production in 18 months.

These factors are a large part of the reason why many

technical materials projects have been substantially late and

Similarly, you should be sceptical about predictions for the

over- budget during the development and ramp-up stages.

future of the lithium market. The DSO model (which assumes

Management teams who have only mining experience may not

ore is able to be shipped to customers prior to beneficiation)

appreciate how demanding the specifications of production

seems unlikely to be viable in the long term as the processes

really are, and investors do not appreciate the risks.

required for removing extraneous material is specific to each

ore body. Equally, I am doubtful that customers would commit

The first step in choosing a battery material producer is, of

to building plants at a cost of $50m to $100m without long-term

course, to pick which of the battery materials will provide

ownership of raw material feedstocks. Lastly, most lithium ore

you the best “tail wind” going forward. Of the several key

is 1 to 3 per cent lithium, but customers require 6 per cent.

materials that go into a battery, each with their different

That means transport costs for un-beneficiated material are

supply dynamics. Below I’ll try to give a brief outline of the

higher. Still, the market at the moment means customers in

different materials for cathode (lithium and cobalt) and anode

China will take any material to get secure supplies.

(graphite).

Lithium

Graphite

The lithium production industry has been around a lot longer

The graphite industry is in many aspects a few years behind

often a byproduct and so the longer established producers

Again, the industry has been driven by producers in China

that of lithium, but with signs that history is repeating itself

than lithium batteries – it has a history of use in ceramics,

in terms of lack of foresight of trends in supply and demand.

pharmaceuticals and engineering applications. Lithium was

who created cheap, low-cost graphite for a range of industries.

are multi-product chemical companies such as SQM (a potash

Now, the increasing quality demanded by the battery sector

producer), FMC and Abermarle (multi chemical companies).

and the diminishing supplies in China means alternative

Solely Lithium-focused producers tend to be younger and

supplies are required. There are large projects underway in

smaller but give you better exposure to the market. These
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Africa - However graphite is not a commodity and both the ore

elsewhere in the world, most notably Canada. Cobalt is more of

Some of these projects have a large percentage of their

Manganese

industry. Similarly, the impurity profile is also crucial, with

Although this is an increasingly important battery chemical,

body and the end product must have the correct attributes to

a commoditised market and the processing technology is more

meet market needs.

established so risks should be lower.

material in amorphous form which, while it can be used for the

steel industry, is not applicable to the battery and electronics
elements like vanadium and uranium being highly detrimental

the total battery related demand at present is around 300,000

to batteries. At the moment, most of the graphite being used in

tonnes vs a potential supply in South Africa alone of around

batteries (about 70 per cent) is synthetic. The driver to switch

15bn tonnes. Hard to see a substantial uplift in the pricing,

to natural graphite is cost, but quality and characteristics need

given these supply/demand dynamics.

to be maintained, so it is likely that a few high-quality projects
will become key suppliers to the anode market. It’s all about
quality, not quantity.

Other industry trends

Cobalt

The top concern in the battery industry at the moment is

Cobalt is currently the most in vogue of the battery materials.

security of supply. The large numbers of separate companies
price signalling up and down the chain has been weak. Many

and the disjointed market in the supply chain has meant that

It is also the only one that has a more normal trading market.

battery producers had no inkling that there would be supply

Nevertheless it does have its eccentricities as cobalt is largely

constraints as demand increased. At the same time, none of

a byproduct, and therefore supply has been determined by

the demand pressure was obvious to investors in primary

the pricing and demand for the primary host material, copper.

producers to give them the capital to acquire assets and invest

Another problem is that the vast majority of cobalt has been

in development. Markets in many battery materials are thin

sourced from the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC),

and this has led to nasty surprises for battery producers

which prompts ethical questions and concerns over security of

in securing inputs and volatile prices. Now with battery

supply. Several new companies are now seeking out projects

producers investing billions in new production facilities,
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they need to know that they can run these at
capacity with a stable supply of material.

One of the impacts of this search for input

stabilisation is consolidation both up the
supply chain and across the various materials,

which in turn is creating a shift in the relative
power of the different stages of the industry.

An example of this has been the shift in relative
power of battery chemical companies and

extractors. A few years ago, the price setters
of lithium were the companies (mainly in
China) who converted spodumene to lithium

carbonate. The scarcity of supply of primary
lithium feedstock meant that converters had
little market power, with battery material

companies and assemblers agreeing direct
deals with primary producers on future

production, and using the processors to
convert the material on a set-cost basis (toll
manufacturing).

There is now consolidation at all levels of the

supply chain. Their loss of pricing power has
now prompted converters to try to invest
upstream and make company acquisitions to
secure raw materials. For example, Sichuan

Tianqi’s acquisition of half of Talison, and

Jiangxi Ganfeng’s 43 per cent investment in
Neometal. At the other end of the process, as

research and development has become more
expensive, battery producers are cutting out

whether it made sense to combine a lithium

and a graphite producer, I would have seen
few synergies. As more consolidation happens

elsewhere, it is now possible that the buyer for
lithium carbonate will also be the buyer for
cobalt and graphite. Simultaneously, mining

companies, trading houses and electronics
companies are looking to add battery material

divisions, so companies that can be moved to

a consolidated model may trade at a premium.
Another market theme is jurisdiction. Security
of supply means not only having a contract that

gives you access to material, but enforceability
of that contract. That means that supplies

from stable countries will carry a premium.

Western producers also are seeking to avoid

dependence on China, and certain countries
in Africa and South America are less desirable
due to political risk, from export controls to tax

and royalty regimes. The dependence on DRC
for cobalt is the most obvious example, but

there are others: Tanzania recently changed

the rules on graphite, affecting producers
there.

The battery industry is a developing market

with changing technology and difficult pricing,

but that is the opportunity. With constant need

for development capital there will be plenty of
activity and scope for attractive returns.

the intermediary step of battery material
makers and bringing this business in-house.

Investors should take note that forwardlooking companies have started to look at

combining assets across different battery

materials. If you had asked me three years ago
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"There is now
consolidation
at all levels
of the supply
chain. Their
loss of pricing
power has
now prompted
converters to
try to invest
upstream and
make company
acquisitions
to secure raw
materials."

Mining Investment
Magazine & Online
Directory
Pick up a print copy of The Assay or visit
theassay.com for fund manager insights, analyst
reviews and mining company profiles. Each
edition focuses on a specific sector of the mining
industry, providing perspectives from the buy side
and opportunities from the sell side.

Company Profiles
Each edition of The Assay showcases a
selection of companies and projects
representing a sector of the market.

Interviews
Enjoy interviews with leading mining
fund managers. Learn about their
investment criteria and outlook for
the sector.

Insights
Guest analysts provide detailed market
updates highlighting the key forces shaping
each edition’s themed sector.

Coming Up
The next editions will focus on
Base Metals, TSX-Miners and African Projects.
For opportunites to have your company featured
in The Assay, please contact Michael Poulos at
michael.poulos@weare121.com or
on +852 3628 2483

www.theassay.com

